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RESONANT ABSORPTION OF LASER LIGHT BY PLASMA TARGETS

by

J. P. Freidberg, R. H. Mitchell, R. U Morse and L. I. Rudsinski

ABSTRACT

It is proposed that a resonant mechanism should
cause significant absorption of energy from intense
laser pulses in plasma targets, and that the energy
should be deposited in such a way as to form a very
non-Maxwellian high temperature tail on the electron
velocity distribution.

Current interest in the controlled release of

nuclear energy from laser-heated pellets of thermo-

nuclear fuel has drawn interest to mechanioms by

which laser light might be absorbed in the surface
ni c-c'u yeixets. The large pulsed light intensities

which are required for this heating and are begin-

ning to be available in absorption experiments put

the interaction of the laser radiation with the ini-

tially solid target in the approximately collision-

less regime. Binary collisions between electrons

driven by the wave fields and ions (sometimes called

inverse bremstrahlung) can cause some absorption and

may be quite important in allowing a weak precursor

of a pulae to ionize the target and give the surface

some thickness as assumed below, but as the inten-

sity increases the fraction of the light energy

absorbed by collisions becomes smaller.

In thin letter we propose a resonant, collision-

less absorption mechanism by which an inhomogeneous

target plasma can absorb a significant fraction of

obliquely incident laser light. He then show from

numerical simulations that the energy is deposited

in a very non-Maxwellian tail of the electron velo-

city distribution. Preliminary work on a relativis-

tic absorption mechanism is also mentioned. If the

electron density of the plasma, n, , and therefore

the dielectric constant, «, are function* only of x,

the light is Incident with the wave vector k iu the

x,y plane at an angle 9 to the x axis, and the E

field is polarized in this plane, then the c.w.

. wave equation for the only nonzero component of the

magnetic field, Bz, is

(1)

ka(« - sinse)B(x) - 0o z

wheie k « cu/c is the free space wave number,

exp[- imt

the familia

for a cold plasma with a collision frequency vj

^ ] and ky - kQ

sin 9. Consider the familiar dielectric constant

1 -
(x)

(>•*) • (2)

where <D • (4«n e s/m_)* is the electron plasma fre-pe e e
quency. In the collislonless limit, v/o - 0, a

resonant singularity appears in the second term in

Eq. (1) at the point on the density profile where

u> (x) « 8) and, therefore, c(x) •* 0. (By contrast

no such resonant singularity appear* in the corres-

ponding equation for light polarised normal to the

plane of incidence.) In this limit a finite absorp-

tion occurs at the singularity. When Eq. (1) is

Integrated with a linear density gradient such that



Etea density rises linearly from a)pe • 0 i t i • 0 to
o>FQ a in at •: « I , and the connection formulae at the
c&ngularity are given only by v > 0 and v/o> -• 0, tha
pmser ebsorption coefficients plottsd in Fig. 1 are
obtained. The maxims indicate that there i* an op-
timism angle of incidence for absorption. For koL «
10 this is aeen to be at ( k ^ } * sinaS "• 0.7 or 9 °*
23°. For large L, i . e . , weaker density gradients,
efts optimum angle is smaller, i . e . , more nearly
normal incidence. Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c shot* real
and imaginary parts of the nonzero components of the
solution of Eq. (1) fthen V0L - 10 and 9 - 23°. The
phase of the wave, I . e . , the choice of rual and imag»
inary parts i s taken to be such that Bs i s pure real
at x •> L (Fig. 2a). The absorption i s caused by the
nonzero Z^ wave field,, which only occurs when there
is non-normal incidence with this polarization, and
which driven plasma oscillations in the x direction
with frequency <u. At the cri t ical surface where
<!j m OJ the natural frequency of these plaana oe-

ci Hat Ions j their amplitude becomes very large, In
fact invei;sely proportional to v, and as v ** 0 the
collislonal energy dissipation snoothly approaches
feha finite limit plotted in Fig. 1. Frco Figio It

anA 2c Zizo JJ eompoasnt of the Poynting vector i s a

oeop fuEceioa, f inite and constant to th» left of.

-1.0
2L

Fig. 2a. B8 vs x for th» case koL « 10 at the
optimum angl* of 9 • 23° in the limit
v/u) •* 0.

E, o

2L

7tg. 1. H*te of energy absorption, A, as a func-
tion of angle of lncldansa, 9, victua wsvs
nw&er, kg, and distance from tbe front
edge to the cri t ical surfaca, !••

Fig. 2b. t^ vs x for the eosa koi •• 10 st Che
optlMU* sagla of 6 o 23«" In the l i a l t
V/(B *• 0.



magnitude of the absorption will depend nosnewhat ou

the details of the profile. For instance a more

nearly flat spot in the profile near the critical

surface can enhance the absorption.

Gollisional resonant absorption of obliquely

Incident radiation has been studied previously by

ths model used above, but without numerical integra-

tions t in the context of microwave propagation in

the ionosphere, ' (also other references contained

in Sef. 1). Essentially the sane effect seeas to be

observed in seudies of the Infrared irradiation of

thin metal films.*2*

The preceding linearized treatment implicitly

assumes that the amplitude of the x displacements of

the electrons which in steady state is

-2.8
5(x)

eE,

Fig. 2c. Ey vs x for the case koL • 10 at the
optimum an^le of 9 •» 23° 1M the limit

x •> L and zero to the right with ReEy (Fig. 2c)

where ReBr (Fig. 2a) remains finite. This Is con-

sistent with a very large real 3 componect of the

electron current, J , at x - I which is in phase

with, and therefore absorbs energy from the elec-

tromagnetic part of ReE . (BaE la zero at x *< L,
Fig. 2b, except lor a delta function there which

does not appear explicitly in the calculations and

does not contribute directly to the absorption in

this approximation.) This part of E%, which drives

the oscillations in the first plaee and which ia

noaaingulsr at x • L, is reduced to tero by the

changing E projection as kQ turns toward normal in-

cidence and is reduced by the Increased tunneling

distance from the classical forcing point where

a) % ) ' » coa'e to K «= L where <n_-SA»^ • 1 when 8
pa jie

becometi large. Hence there is a maximtn absorption

at intermediate values of 9, an arguMnt which can

be fon&ilised to oatimate that the nexisun occurs

wtere <kol)^ sin
a0 " Q}K

The linear density profile is qualitatively

Ilk* *est of the profiles txpectsd 1st practice whsn

an initially sharp surface axpanda a, bit Into the

vacua during heating, ncaatlaas because of a <mtik

precursor before a short *eln pul«a. Of ccurse the

where E. ia the electromagnetic part of E referred
to above which drives the oscillations, is so small
that it can be neglected.

Howevei, for any given amplitude of wave field
there is nome region around the critical surface
where this io not true when v/u> "* 0 and where, In
fact, the approximate condition for phase sv.iiSe
breaking, [d?/dx| > 1 is satisfied. In this colll-
Gionless regime the breaking of the electron plasma
waves or oscillations In the resonant region takes
the place o* collisions In limiting the amplitude of
the oscillations and thereby absorbing wave energy.
Since in most applications this process only Halts
the electron oscillations near the critical surface,
as dost the significant colllsional damping when
0 < v/u) « t, thoy appear essentially tlio eemo in ths
large and the absorption rates of Fig. 1 can be ap-
plied to colllslonless cases as wall.

la ordes to roach this understanding of the
colllslonless r&sonant absorption, which ia quite
nonlinear, It was neceesary to treat the problem fey
particle-ln-cell nunerlcal simulation. ' Since the
probles la basically two-dimensional (except for a
version of the problem which its infinite but not
periodic io y), a celf-consiefrtnt treatment required
fully •toctreaagiMtlc ewcdiiwiislottal (In x and y)
afaulatlona which war* duna using ths ssthod of Ap-
panAis. B in Sat. 3 with periodicity in y. The re-
sults of these two-dlaenslcnal sinulatlonc, which



will be published In a more complete article, show

that the following one-dimensional simulation method

gives a qualitatively correct picture of the colli-

sionless resonant electron heating in addition to

affording higher spatial resolution. An oscilla-

ting E. (x,t) field is arbitrarily imposed, ar in

Eq. (3) above, with a smooth bell-shaped profile in

x centered at x = I, and broad enough to extend well

on either side <JZ the region where the resonant ab-

sorption occurs. The electrons, and the ions If

they are mobile, move in x end their resulting

charge density is used to compute eu additional

electrostatic E field from Foisson's equation as

if the system were independent of y. This E x deter-

mines the motion of the particles• In the dimen-

sionless units of the simulation, Fig. 3, a particle

with unit velocity travels a unit distance in a unit

time, and the frequency of B,jxa which is of course

poual to the plasma frequency at the critical sur-

face, Is it) ° 1, i.e., a period of the driving

field is 2it. The maximum amplitude of E d x at x = L

is such that a free electron would oscillate with a

maximum y. velocity, V. , of one, which is much less

that the resonantly enhanced values seen in Fig. 3*

At t = 0, Fig. 3a, the electrons, which are

cold, and the ions, which are fixed, have a linear

density profile which rises from zero at x = 0 to

twice the critical density at x = 2L » 600 with the

critical density at x • L *• 300. The sinusoidal

oscillations of E d x begin at this time and the os-

cillations build up without breaking until at t =

41 through 43, Figs. 3b and 3c, breaking occurs for

the first time. A staple analysis like that of Eq.

(3), with transients included instead of v ̂  0 if

one wishes, shows that oscillations on either side

of x = L should be 180° out of phase with one

= 0.0 T=4I.O
+60.

T= 43.0

X

Fig. 3 . Electron phase space plot of a one-dimensional simulation
of the collislonlesa absorption. Note the £ei scattered
electrons at large energies in d, e, and f.



another with those very close to x » L being 90°

out of phase with both in such a sense that the

total wave motion near x • l> appears like a se-

quence of waves growing up on the high density side

and moving toward the lower density side followed

by a rarefaction-like motion back to the high den-

sity a^de as seen in Fig. 3d at f. «> 45. Hence, ae

observed here, the breaking should occur to the

left, i.e., toward the vacuum, and not to the right.

In Fig. 3e, t - 47, the high energy electrons from

the first breaking are moving toward the vacuua

where they will be reflected back to tha right by £

charge separation potential; Fig. 3f. Hie breaking

process at the critical surface is about to repeat

as it does on every cycle from then on in about the

same way if, as in this code, the hot electrons are

absorbed at the right wall and replaced by remis-

sion of cold electrons. The energy is then effec-

tively deposited in the interior of tha target by

collisionless electron thermal conductivity. Figure

3f shows the situation much later at t » 101. Plain-

ly the heated electrons are much more energetic than

they would be with the maximum free electron velo-

city of V - 1 and thus constitute a very non-Max-

wellian high temperature tail on an otherwise essen-

tial cold electron velocity distribution. Figure 4

shows the distribution of ions at t • 200 from an

otherwise identical run but with mobile H ions.

Electron pressure is causing the front surface ions

to blow off with a rather high energy and is push-

ing ions away from the critical surface, which has

the effect of temporarily partialiy quenching the

resonance.

Recent one- and two-dimensional simulations

including relativistic particle dynamics have also

shown that when the laser wave field is sufficiently

intense a significant fraction of the incident ener-

gy is Imparted to the electrons in a manner similar

to that seen above by the oscillating radiation

pressure, I.e., the V x I force. Here, however,

polarisation, and angle of incidence are not so im-

portant and the resulting electron energy distribu-

tion shows less of the two-temperature structure

seen above,
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